MANCHESTER
YOUNG LIVES
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
JOB APPLICATION PACK

Dear Applicant
I am delighted that you have shown an interest in the Chief Executive role at this pivotal time for
Manchester Young Lives.
It is a time of change for the charity, presenting an exciting opportunity for a new CEO to take the
organisation into its next phase of development. Building on a 52-year history which has seen the charity
grow to become one of the City’s leading children and youth organisations, our next CEO will lead a
skilled and passionate team, focused on improving the life chances of disadvantaged young Mancunians
and securing positive transitions to adulthood.
The challenges for the new CEO will be focused on providing early intervention programmes for younger
children and building the resilience and skills of those aged 16 plus, so they are able to access the world
of training, employment, and independence. Our next CEO will take the organisation forward with a new
Strategic Plan, including the further development of our work with young people with additional needs,
as well as continuing to build the organisation’s long-standing adventure play and youth work provision.
This is a post for an outstanding individual who will lead the charity, inspiring its operational teams and
continuing to raise the charity’s profile and influence with funders, supporters, and key stakeholders.
If you are that person and believe Manchester Young Lives can provide you with the next stage in your
career, then please do apply.
I look forward to receiving your application.
Chris Duncan
Chair

REFERRALS &
REGISTRATION
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HOW TO APPLY

Applicants should complete the MYL application form including provide a supporting statement, clearly
addressing the person specification (maximum two-sides of A4). Completed applications should be
returned by email to s.cere@manchesteryounglives.org.uk
alternatively, you can send your application and supporting statement by post to:
The Addy Young People’s Centre
Woodhouse Lane
Wythenshawe
M22 9TF
Addressed Private and Confidential to Suzanne Cere, Deputy CEO
Application packs can be downloaded from the MYL website www.manchesteryounglives.org.uk or by
emailing info@manchesteryounglives.org.uk

Deadline for applications is: 12 Noon Friday 5th August 2022
Interviews will be held during the week commencing 15th August at The Addy Young People’s Centre,
Woodhouse Lane, Manchester, M22 9TF
Please note, only shortlisted applicants will be invited to interview.
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ROLE DETAILS

Job Title:
Responsible To:
Hours:
DBS Status:
Salary:
Annual Leave:
Place of Work:

Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
Chair of Trustees
35 hours per week (occasional evening and weekend work)
Enhanced Disclosure
£55,000 - £60,000 per annum (four-point scale)
30 days per year (plus Bank Holidays)
The Addy Young People’s Centre, Woodhouse Lane, Wythenshawe, M22 9TF

We are looking for an inspirational leader to be our new CEO to manage day-to-day operations of our
organisation. The right candidate must be ready to build and continue to develop a great organisational
culture, provide inspired leadership to our teams, establish a strong working together relationship with the
Board of Trustees to build on our track record and lead the organisation forward.
Demand for our services continues to grow while securing income for our work becomes more challenging.
We know that many more children, young people and families want to use our services than we are currently
funded to deliver, securing further investment there will be a key objective for the new CEO.
The charity has always put children and young people at the heart of everything we do; we tackle inequality
and lack of opportunity every day. Our key aims are base on our mission statement which is our driving force;
We believe every child can learn, make progress and achieve, given the right support and opportunities no
matter what their starting point.
We will build on the outcomes we have achieved to date, by providing more services, particularly for
individuals and families affected by disadvantage. We will continue addressing barriers to social mobility,
inclusion and diversity by providing support, and opportunities offered by our dedicated and skilled
practitioners.
While our track record is extensive, the landscape we operate in is complex. Funding from central to local
government has been progressively reduced, competition for Trust, Foundation and donor funding has
increased which is why we must work harder in the future to promote the value of our work.
While there may be challenges, there are also many opportunities for our new CEO to build upon. We have
three well-resourced purpose-built adventure playgrounds and a highly committed, skilled and passionate
staffing team. We want our new CEO to have the vision to lead us through these challenges, capitalise on
our strengths and track record and expand our reach to more children and young people.
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THE IDEAL CANDIDATE WILL HAVE

·Deep understanding and knowledge of the issues faced by children and young people, alongside
experience of working with those who may be described as disadvantaged
·Proven and successful record of strategic delivery, leadership and management of high quality
operations, including line management experience in a fast passed, multi-faceted organisation
·Strong working knowledge of corporate business functions including Finance, HR, Health and Safety,
IT and Contract Compliance processes
·Personal credibility in developing and managing relationships with partner organisation's, funders and
wider key stake holders such as local authorities and schools
·Developed commercial skills and acumen to extract meaning from financial reports and ensure value
for money in a resource constrained environment
·A track record in income generation, to ensure we continue to diversify our income sources
·A clear commitment to Equality, Diversity and Inclusion and able to demonstrate impact in this area
·Ability to identify innovation and opportunity, inspired by the prospect of initiating new projects
which add value and opportunity to young people’s lives
·Knowledge and understanding the importance of maintaining a safe, legally compliant working
environment, with up to date, fit-for-purpose policy and guidance documentation.
·Practice in promoting a culture of open communication and continuous improvement, in which staff
and volunteers’ work is as important as what they do and the impact it has
For the successful candidate we offer the opportunity to help shape an even better future for this highly
regarded, effective local charity, operating in a friendly, supportive working environment. As an employer,
we are as flexible as we can be to support all aspects of our staff’s health & wellbeing.
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KEY AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

Governance
· dvising the Board and sub-committees on their legal responsibilities, policy issues related to the
A
charity’s areas of work and corporate management
·Assist the Board in its decision-making process by timely reporting with recommendations and
options
·Supports operations and administration of the Board by advising and informing members and
providing the interface between the Board and employees
·Advises the Board in the development of policies and planning recommendations, including
reviewing risks facing the organisaton and how to lessen identified risks
·Assists in the recruitment, selection and evaluation of Board members and Board leadership
·Supports and participates in the Board's evaluation of the CEO

Strategic Planning
· dvising the Board and sub-committees on their legal responsibilities, policy issues related to the
A
charity’s areas of work and corporate management
·Assist the Board in its decision-making process by timely reporting with recommendations and
options
·Supports operations and administration of the Board by advising and informing members and
providing the interface between the Board and employees
·Advises the Board in the development of policies and planning recommendations, including
reviewing risks facing the organisation and how to lessen identified risks
·Assists in the recruitment, selection and evaluation of Board members and Board leadership
·Supports and participates in the Board's evaluation of the CEO

Leadership & Management
· o inspire and lead staff teams, ensuring all those involved with MYL are committed to its vision,
T
ethos and aims, are motivated to achieve and are engaged in meeting long, medium and shortterm objectives and targets to secure the success of the organisaton
·Lead and support the senior management team
·Oversee MYL play, youth and employability services ensuring young people’s ideas and options are
central to delivery and comply with legal and regulatory requirements
·Ensure staff, young people, Board members, visitors, volunteers are aware of the expected
behaviors’ and MYL’s legal responsibilities in relation to the safeguarding and promotion of the
welfare of all young people in MYL’s provision.
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KEY AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

Leadership & Management cont'd
· old lead responsibility for safeguarding across the organisation, ensuring a safe, positive learning
H
and enrichment environment at all times
·Ensure that the organisation has the resources (human, material and financial) to operate as
effectively as possible
·Ensure internal communication to staff and Board has sufficient, up-to-date information to operate
effectively
·Evaluate and report on MYL and staff performance on a regular basis
·Ensure that employees responsible for programmes and activity funded through grants and
contracts submit applications and progress reports to funders in a planned, timely and proactive
manner

Finance and Income Generation
· orking with the Board and managers, set a financial strategy / target for cost centre departments
W
that support operating plans and ensure that expenditure is controlled in line with budgets
·Prudently manage the organisation's resources (including premises) within budgets agreed by the
Board and in accordance with statutory compliance / health and safety regulations
·Ensure that financial and employment operations comply with Charity and Company legislation,
including timely submission of returns to the Charity Commission, HMRC and Companies House
·Ensure that staff adhere to all appropriate accounting procedures in compliance with Charity
Commission and audit requirements
·Working with the Business Support Manager to ensure that proper internal processes for financial
control are in place and that accurate management accounts are provided for the Board, and
financial accounts are ready for audit
·Lead an effective fundraising strategy working closely with the Board, that develops a core income
generation to sustain the key objects of the charity

Marketing, Publicity & Partnerships
· o serve as the primary spokesperson and representative for the organisaton, including public
T
speaking and presentations
·Develop and oversee effective marketing, PR and fundraising activity including the development
and management of MYL social media platforms
·Build and maintain effective networks with all principal (and potential) supporters and stakeholders
·Ensure that the organisation and its mission, its proud history of innovation in adventure play,
youth programs, education and training services are consistently presented in a strong, positive
image to relevant stakeholders
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KEY AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

Marketing, Publicity & Partnerships cont'd
·
To lead on production of the Annual Report and documents, prospectuses
·Seek opportunities to expand and promote the role and impact of the organisation through
networking and partnerships
·Actively advocate for the organisation, its beliefs, and its provision
·Act as a liaison between funders, sponsors, local authority and the community, building
relationships and networks with peer organisations’ when appropriate with the aim of ensuring that
services are complementary
·Ensure the collection of relevant information and provide effective analyses that allows for the
measurement of success and learning from programme activity, allows for refinement and
changes to delivery activity as appropriate
·
To undertake any other reasonable duties as required by Board which are commensurate with the
duties and responsibilities of the post. The job description is intended to be a summary of the main
elements of the job described and may be amended from time to time in consultation with the post
holder.
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PERSON SPECIFICATION – CEO

·
The CEO is the key leadership role in the organisaton and will lead the continued development of
Manchester Young Lives . They will be responsible for the management organisation, including the
effective and efficient financial control of existing income streams and the development of new income,
enhancing public profile, including representing the charity across a wide range of external contacts;
managing partnerships and collaborations with supporters and funders; ensuring that the organisation
continues to be an advocate for children and young people and a voice for positive change.
You will have both experience and track record in strategic planning, income generation, project
management and line management. The role requires you to be an excellent communicator, presenter and
team worker, equally capable of working with a high level of independence, a high level of self-motivation
and drive, as well as being able to be part of the everyday delivery team. You will also be creative, highly
organised and resilient, able to juggle multiple organisational priorities and ensure high quality delivery of
programmes.

QUALIFICATIONS, SKILLS, EXPERIENCE AND PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES
Qualifications
Educated to degree level or equivalent, or equivalent senior professional experience
Designated Safeguarding Lead

Skills & Abilities
Leadership qualities, evidenced through a track record of successfully
motivating staff and/or volunteer workforce, ideally through a period of change or challenge
Proven project management and income generation skills
High competence writing and producing complex information for a non-expert audience
Outstanding communication skills, both oral and written to both internal and external audiences
A track record of building strong, collaborative relationships
Enthusiastic, credible, able to motivate and engage people in a professional and enthusiastic way
Commitment to promoting equal opportunities
Ability to manage workloads and competing priorities
Proven influencing and networking skills that have delivered organisational benefits and which
inspire trust and involvement from diverse stakeholders; a proven ambassador
Highly computer literate with an understanding of digital systems/databases
Awareness of social media; understanding of how they can be used to promote audience
engagement
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PERSON SPECIFICATION – CEO

Knowledge & Experience
Senior level experience of organisational and project management with some responsibility to
report direct to Board
Track record of achieving improved service delivery and/or organisational performance
Experience of building and maintaining relationships with statutory and/or voluntary commissioners
and providers; accountability for public sector contract delivery and compliance
Knowledge and understanding of children and youthwork, particularly issues facing disadvantaged
young people both nationally & locally
Understanding of charity governance and regulatory context including Charity and Company
reporting, risk oversight, safeguarding and data management requirements
Knowledge of charity budgeting and principles of financial and management accounting;
understanding of accounting principles for different funding sources
Knowledge of business development including tendering, grant and foundation funding, community
fundraising, knowledge of good fundraising practice
Knowledge of performance monitoring and evaluation tools including the quantitative and
qualitative measurement of outcomes and user feedback techniques
Experience of organisational profile raising
Knowledge of HR practices including around flexible working and staff wellbeing, including mental
health & wellbeing

Personal Attributes
Commitment to providing high quality services to children & young people with an understanding
of, and empathy with, the core values of MYL
Commitment to safeguarding the welfare of children and young people
Confident, positive and approachable
Adaptability and willingness to embrace challenges
Ability to work in a fast-changing environment
Open and non-judgmental
Innovative and creative with a ‘can-do’ approach

Work related circumstances
Enhanced DBS (CRB) Disclosure – Post exempt for the rehabilitation of offenders Act 1974
Ability and willingness to travel around communities where MYL delivers services to build excellent
relationships with funders, stakeholders and new business leads
Willingness to work flexibly to respond to demands of the role
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